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Definition and  Formilation  of  Problem

The  present  study  cas  concerned  rich the  effect  of
delayed  reinforcement  on  learmlng  of  normal  and  mentally

retarded  subjects.    Reinforcement  iras  defined  as  the  know-

ledge  Of results  of  a motor task.    Specifically,  the  present
experiment  iras  designed  to  sttrdy  the  effect  of  delaLyed

knowledge  of  results  on  the  speed  with  which  human  subjects

learn  a  simple  motor  task;  i.e.,  the  draLwing  of  a  three-

inch  line  ichile  blindfolded.    The  criterion  of learning  rae
five  consecutive  correct  responses.

Early  sfndleB  with animals  have  demonstrated  that  the
speed  of  leal.ming  is  influenced  by  proximity  of  reinforce-
ment  to  the  response  rather  than the  amount  of  reinforcement

(Perin,1942,  Hull,1951).    Periri  (1942)  taught  rats  to  run
a maze  under  varying  conditions  of  delayed  rerard  and  found
that  the  rats  learned  the  maze  most  quickly  when they  mere

reiirarded  immediately  after  the  correct  response.    Perin

nsed  delay  intervals  of  seconds  and  tenths  of  seconds.    He

conjectured  that  extending  the  delay  interval  longer  than
three  minutes  would  negate  any learning  by the  rats.

Saltzman  (1951)  investigated  the  effect  of  delaying

reward  on  the  rate  of  verbal  learning  in  nomal  human  sub-

jects.    The  results  of  the  Saltzman  experiment  are  in agree-
ment  rdth the  results  of  the  animal  studies.    Iearming,
as  evidenced  by  performance  in  some  experiments,  is  sloved
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dormi  when  the  reiimrd  is  delayed.

AIthough there  are  apparently no  studies  dealing  with
delay  of  information  and learning in retardates,  two  studies
dealing rich the  delay  of  reinforcement  gradient  rdth
retaLrdates  seem  pertinent  here.

E.  M.  Hetherington,   Ii.  E.  Boss,   and  H.   C.  Pick  {1964)

investigated  the  effect  of  delay  of reunrd  on the  leaning
of  severely  retarded,  moderately  retarded,  and  normal
children.    Their  study  involved  a  discrimination learning
task  rich each  child  participating  in each  Of  four  delay
intervals   (0,1.5,  6,  and  12  seconds).    The  total  number

of  childr.en  participatirig  in  the  study  res  256.    The  moder-
ately  retarded  and  the  normal  children were  matched  for
mental  age.    All  groups  made  more  err`ors  under  12-second

delay  of  rerard  than  under  immediate  reimrd.    The  only

other  significant  difference  was  in the  number  of  errors
bettyeen  immediate  reward  and  6-second  delay  f or  the  normal

subjects.    The  severely  retarded  children learned  more

slo"ly than  either  of  the  other two  groups  aLt  all  delay
intervals.    Hetherington  (e± e|. )  concluded,  in light  of
his  findings,  that  delay  of  rerard leas  detrimental  to
learning but  there  did not  seem to  be  any  interaction
between  I.Q.  and  delayed  reirard  on  performance.

Ij.  E.  Boss,  Mavis  Hetherington,   and  Nancy  Ffray  {1965)

compared  the  performance  of  normal  and  moderately  retarded
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children  on  a  size-discrimination  problem under three  delay-

of-reirard  periods   (0,12,   aLnd  18  seconds).     The  chosen

stimulus  tras  either  visible  {V)  or  not  visible  (HV)  during

the  delay  period.    Twenty-four  normal  children  and  tireHty-

four moderately  retarded  children,  matched  for  mental  age,

were  tested  in  each  of  five  conditions  of  delay  of  reinrard:

O-second  delay,12V-second  delay  (visible  stimulus),12NV--

second  delay  (nonvisible  stimilus) ,18V-second  delay  (vis-

ible  stimilus) ,  and  l8RTr  (nonvisible  stimulus).    Retardates

performed  poorer than normals  at  the  .05  level  of  signifi-
cance  at  both the  visible  afid  the  nonvisible  conditions  of
delay.    The  moderately  ret`arded-normal  differences  of  the

1965  study  are  in  contrast  to  the  performance  of retarded
and  normal  children  in  the  Hetherington  study  of  1964.

Thile  both  normal  and  retarded  subjects  in the  NV  (nonvis-

ible  stimulus)  delay  group made  slightly more  errors  at
0-second  delay  than  the  subjects  of  the  1964  study  {`all  of

whoa  were  tested  under HV  conditions),  the  principlei   dif-

ferences  occurred  at  the  12-second  delay  there  the  retar-

dates  of  the  more  recent  study made  more  errors,  and  the

normals  fever  errors,  than the  sutj.ects  in the  earlier
study.    Rose  conjectur.ed  that  the  difficulty  level  of  the
more  recent  study  rae  the  influencing factor  in the  dif-
ferences  in  performance.

Saltzman,  Kanfer,  and  Greenspoon  €1955}  investigated
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the  effect  of  delay  of  remard  on  human motor  learning.

They  found  no  significant  differences  in the  speed  of

learning  to  draw a  three  inch  line  blindfolded  under  con-
ditions  of  O~second  delay,   10-second  delay,  and  20-second

delay.    The  subjects  in  the  Greenspo®n  study  were  ninety

norml  college  undergraLduates,  thirty  tested  under  each
condition  of  delay.    The  reinforcement  tras  defined  as

telling  the  subject  hoev they  performed  on the  line-drawing

task.
The  present  study  res  based  on the  Greenspoon  study

with  one  primary modification:    to  investigate  the  speed

rdth  which  normal  and  retarded adolescents  learn  a  simple

motor  task  under  conditions  of  delay  of  information  {delay

of  reinforcement } .

It  is  hypothesized that  there  are  no  differences  be-
tween  normal  subjects  and  retarded  subjects  in  learning a
motor task.    It  is  further  trypothesized  that  there  is  no
relationship  between  delay  of kno"ledge  of results  and  speed

of  learning a  motor  task  with retarded  subjects  and  that
there  is  no  relationship  between delay  of  knowledge  of  re-

sults  and  speed  of  learning  a  motor.  task  with  normal  sub-

jects.    Finally,  it  is  hypothesized that  there  is  no
differential  effect  between the  ray the  normal  subjects
and  the  retarded  subjects  learn  a motor  task  under  con-

ditions  of  delay  of  infoination.
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The  most  obvious  difference  be€ceen  normals  and

retardates  seems  to  be  memory,  ®r  lack  of  it.    The  experi-

mental  literature  implies  that  retarded  individuals  are
inferior  in a  short  term memory learning  situation but
retain material,  once  learned,  as  long as  normals  (Payer,

1960;  Johflson  and  Blake,  1960;  Ellis,  Payer,  and  Barmett,

1960).    Norman  Ellis  (1961)  has  suggested  that  retarded

persons  have  an  incomplete  or  inefficient  reverberatoly
system.    Stimulus  trace  is  invoked  as  an  ttexplanatorytS

mechanism  to  account  for  immediate  memory  and  an  individ-

ual  differences  construct  is  postulated  to  explain behav-
ioral  inadequacy.    Ellis  goes  on to  point  out  the  similar-
ities  bettireen  retardates  and  immature  nolmals  in  regard to
their  immature  or  poorly  developed  central  nervous  system.

Thus,  the  reverberatory  circuits  are  considered to  be
inadequate  for  efficient  learning as  measiired by  short
term memory.    The  trace  theory  will  be  discussed  in  greater

detail  later  in light  of the  present findings.

I)esign  and  method

_frbje_et__a

The  subjects  mere  thirty  normal  Children and  thirty
retarded  children.    The  normal  children  nere  randomly

selected  from  a  local  consolidated  secondary  school  in

Watauga  County,  North  Carolina.    The  I.etarded  children  were
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chosen  from  Western Carolina  Center,  Morganton,  north

Carolina.    The  files  of  all  children at  the  Center  irere
reviewed  in the  office  of  the  psychologist  and  children

retarded  in the  60-75  I.a.  range  as  measured  by an  individ-
ual  standardized  test  of  intelligence  mere  chosen.    Indi-
viduals  with recorded  or  observed  indications  of  gross  brain

damage,  or  with  any  diagnostic  indication  of  emotional

distur.bance,   severe  neurosis,  or  borderline  psychosis  were
eliminated.    Although  the  origiml  plan cas  to  limit  the
chronological  age  range  in  both  groups  to  individuals  having
had their  14th birthday  but  not  having had their  19th birth-
day,  the  lack  of  subjects  in the  retarded  group  fitting
th,ese particular  age  criteria  necessitated using two  children
who  were  somewhat  younger  than  14  years.     One  child  inras

18  months  younger  and  the  other  child  was  16  months  younger.

The  lower  age  limit  cas  based  on the  assumption  that  the

central  nervous  system  in  humans  approaLches  maturity  at  this

point .
In  spite  of  eff orbs  to  maintain  the  chronological  age

range  of  the  retarded  group and  the  normal  group  within  a

five  year  span,  it  appeared,  after testing,  that  the
retarded  group  leas  younger than  the  normal  group.    A i

test  ras  used  to  determine  whether  the  ages  were  signifi-

cantly  different.    The  chronological  ages  between the
retardates  and  the  normals  were  found  to  vary  significantly.
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The  mean  age,  SD,  SEm,  and  SEdiff  are  presented  in  Table  i.

Table  1

Chronological  Age  Comparison  Between

Retarded  Group  and  Normal  Group

Mean  (months)       sO             SEin          SEdiff         t

Nor.mal                   198.5                         13.5            2.5

Retarded             182.4                      18.35         3.4

*Beyond   .01=2.750

4,2            3,8*

Sex difference    in the  composition  of  the  delay  groups

res  not  controlled.    The  incidence  of  each  sex  in  each

delay  group  uras:     Retarded;   0-second  delay,   seven  males

and  three  females.    IO-second  delay,   six  males  and  four

females.    20-second  delay,  two  males  and  eight  females.

Hormals;  0-second  delay,   six  males  and  four  females.

10-second  delay,   seven  males  and  three  females.    20-second

delaLy,   seven  males  and  three  females.

The  normal  group  and  the  retarded  group  were  divided

into  three    subgroups  each.    The  three  subgroups  in  each

main  group  were  designated:    Retarded:     I-R  {0-second.

delay),  II-a  (lo-second  delay),  III-R  (20-second  delay);

H_o=nga__I_:     I-N   (O-second  delay),   II-N  (lo-second  delay),   and
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III-N  (20-second  delay.    The  totaLl  mmber  of  subjects  res

sixty.    There  were  ten  children  in  each  of  the  six  sub-

8roups .
Assignment  of  each  subject  to  a  treatment  group  (delay

subgroup),  res  made  as  the  subject  entered  the  test  situa-
tion.    As  each  subgroup  of  ten  subjects  res  completed,  the

following  subject  ras  placed  in the  neat  subgroup.

APDaratus

Each  subject,  examined  individually,  iras  seated  on  a

chair  at  the  end  of  a  table.    Taped to  the  end  of  the  table
iras  an  18-inch  I-sq.care.    Tiro  sharpened  pencils  were  on  the

table  in  front  of  the  subject.    A  Gra.-Lab  Electric  Timer

res  used  rdth  a  lighting device  to  indicate  time  lapse.

Quadrille  lined  paper  (8±  x 11)  res  used.    The  paper  had
been  previously marked  delineating  three  inch  segments

in  or`der to  facilitate  immediate  evaluation  of  the  accu-
racy  of  the  line  draun.    One-fourth  inch  on  either  side
of  three  inches  iras  considered  correct;  that  is,  a  line
betireen  two  and  three-fourths  inches  and  thl`ee  and  one-

fouth inches.

Piocedure
____________

Normals:    Each  subject  iras  seated  and  the  following

directions  irere  read:
I  cant  to  see  how quickly you  can  learn to  draw
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a  three  inch  line  when  you  are  blindfolded.    I  am
going  to  blindfold  you  and  give  you  a  pencil  and
3:a:£igoT5|:ankn? #t:gtt:? 3:g::? ifu:: insg;sig::?
I  want  you to  draw a  three  inch  horizontal  line.    As
::ogea: I::eh:X:e:i:::£:: f::£nfi#a:h:o5eE:::eve
f:2gtwhhi|p::a;c:::::e:ep:Ea:ty:igi:vgof¥n:g::a:
and then  I  shall  tell  you  something about  the  line
that  you have  just  draun.    If  the  line  is  three
inches  long,  I  shall  say  'Righot;  if  it  is  between
two  inches  and  four  inches  long,  but  not  thr.ee  inches

:3:gin:h::a!:n::yl'gE:Eg' Sa;f,3:: :i::tf: ::gsi3h:g
a::X::ef3i+lag:h::±®S§if:I:a:L±i£:¥:¥°:o#:gt;
that  I  caB make:     'RighoI,  if  the  line  is  three
inches  long;  twrongl,  if  the  line  is  beteeen two
?¥:of::r5?:h:§ :a:8ii£:t i:°ie:::£a:n: % Si::E8S
i::g! a#t::o: ::3g' gf:eity:: g::: i:#pfio::o:n:g::t
the  line  that you have  jtist  drarm,  I  shall  replace
your  hand  and  pencil.    Then,  when  I  say  'Go',  you
will  again try to  draw a  three  inch  line.    We  shall
continue  this  procedure  urfuil  you  have  drarm  five
consecutive  three  inch  lines.

These  instructions,  or  any parts  of  them,  were  repeated

then  necessary,  and,  as  soon as  it  uns  clear  that  the  child
understood the  procedur.e,  he  leas  blindfolded  and  the  task

rag  begqu.

Retardates:    Some  reticence  among  some  subjects  mag

noted  early  in the  data  gathering  process  and  the  examiner
made  special  efforts  to  establish  raLpport.    If the  Child

appeared  reltictant  to  participate,  the  examiner  shoired  him

the  timer  and  demonstrated  how it  worked.    The  e3[aminer

talked  about  the  I-square  and  ithat  it  leas  to  be  used  for.
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The  blindfold  was  shown to  be  another  parfe  of  the  tlganet'

they  were  to  play.    Only  after  it  seemed that  the  child  was

willing to try the  task,  the  following  directions  uere
reads

I  irant  to  see  how quickly  you  can  learn to  draw a
three  inch  line  when you are  blindfolded.    I  am
going  to  blindfold  you  and  give  you a  pencil  and
place  your  hand  with the  pencil  in  it  on this  (blank)
sheet  of  paper.    Then  I  say  'Go',  I  cant  you to
draw a three  inch line  straight  across  the  paper.
The  I-square  is  to  help  you  draw a  straight  line
so  you may  rest  your  pencil  on  it  and use  it  as  a
griide.    A8  soon as  you  have  finished  drawing  what
you believe  is  a  line  three  inches  long,  lift  your
pencil  frou the  paper and then put  it  right  doimagain.    This  is  to  let  me  know that  you  have  finished,
and then  I  shall  tell  you  something about  the  line

::::::O:::;;:I:::::::::i;;::::::;a::n::;St!:::::;
if  the  line  is  very  short  I  shall  say  'Too  short' ;
and  if  the  line  is  very long I  shall
Sio there  rill  be  f our  different  kinds

s:¥ TOO  long,.
things  I

can  saLy  to  you  after  you.ve  drawn  your  line:     'Righe'
iir:!:' l#eti: ig:: I:g:Em=g :i:a: iE:h::tl::!te ;
i::g I s::I:ieifi::ei:i3:I;s|:::? sE:::i :nfa::o:old
you  how close  you  came  with  the  line  you've  just
drawn,  I  shall  take  your  hand  and  put  the  pencil
in  it  and  place  it  again  on the  paper.    Then,  when

=n:£yii£::  [wFnki¥°¥e:3 38::: :E¥st:rig::Wy:ut£:::
draim  five  lines  that  are  three  inches  long.    Now,
be  sure  and  rait  udeil  I  say  'Go'  aLnd  don't  worry
when you  don.t  draw it  right  in  the  beginning.    This
is  just  a  game  and  it  is  hard for  everyone  to  do  it
the  first  few times  they try.

As  soon as  it  res  clear  that  the  subject  understood
the  directions  the  task  res  begun.

From time  to time  the  examiner  felt  that  a  few of
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the  children  in both the  nomal  group and the  retarded

group  mere  overly  tense  and  anxious,  and  reassuring  com-
ments  to  the  effect  that  trYou  are  doing  fine,tr  or  ttThat

res  a  fine  try,fT  were  made.

With  the  subjects  in  subgroup  I  (O-second  delay)  of

both  gI`oups,  the  infomation  concerning  the  accuraLcy  of

the  response  res  presented  immediately  after the  line  res
draun  (after the  subject  raised  his  pencil  and  put  it  doun
again).    As  mentioned  earlier,  under  apparatus,  the  rapid

determination  of the  actual  lengbhs  of  the  lines  drawn  cos
accomplished  by  having  the  subjects  draw the  lines  on

coordinate  paper  which  leas  substituted  for the  blank  sheet
of  paper  as  soon as  the  subject  res  blindfolded.    With

the  subjects  in  subgroup  11  (lo-second  delay)  of  both

groups,  the  presentation  of  the  information  concerning  the
accuracy  of  the  response  iras  withheld  for  ten  seconds  (as

measured  by  the  electric  timing  device).    With  the  stibjects

in  subgroup  Ill  (20-second  delay)  of  both  groups,  the  infor-
mation  res  withheld  for twenty  seconds.    A  ten-second  inter-

trial  period  was  maintaLined  for  all  subgroups;  that  is,
ten  seconds  always  elapsed  between the  presentation  Of

information  and  the  word,   lGol,  which  started  each  trial.

Each  stibject  drew all  of  his  lines  on a  single  sheet  of

paper.    The  paper  res  moved  Slightly  between  trials  and
each  line  res  started  from  approximately the  same  spot
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with  reference  to  the  subjecb's  body.    The  subject  cos

required  to  hold the  pencil  in  such a  way that  drri.ng  the
actual  drawing  there  res  no  contact  of  the  draulng hand

or  arm  rdth the  paper.

The  number  of trials  required  bo  satisfy  the  criterion
of  five  consecutive  correct  responses  cas  determined  for
each  child.    The  data for  criterion trials  are  presented  in
Tables  6  A,   6  8,   7  A,   7  a,   8  th,  and  8  8.     If  the  subject

did  not  meet  the  criterion  in  sixty trials,  the  experiment
iias  termina.ted  for that  child,  and trtrials  to  criteriontr
cas  recorded  as  sixty.

Results  and  Discussion

The  number  of trials  required  for the  thirty normal
subjects  to reach  criterion ranged  fran six to  sixty,  ulth
a  mean  Of  26  and  standa,rd  deviation  of  15.5.    The  rmmber

of trials  for the  thifty mentally retarded  snbjects  to
reach  criterion ranged  fran  seven to  sixty  rdth a  mean
Of  28.63  and  a  standard  deviation  of  13.2.    The  mean,  the

range,  and the  standard  deviation  associated  with  each
main  group  of thirty  and  with  each  subgroup  of ten,  is

presented  in Table  2.
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Table  2

Summary  of  Trials  to  Criterion  for  each  Group

"             me an                      Ra nge                                  SD

Normal  total

I."
II-H

III-N

3026

10           27.8

10           23.7

10           26.5

Retarded  total    30          28.63

I-R         10           24. 7

II-a        10          32

III-a        10          28. 2

15.5

13'2

The  scores  were  analyzed  f or  homogeneity  of  variance

using  the  simple  analysis  of  variance  technique  (Uhderwood,

Duncan,   Spence,   and  Cotton,1954,   pp.175-233).     The  mean

difference  between  the  normal  group  and  the  retarded  group

iias  analyzed  ty the  i test.    There  were  no  significant
differences  in  either  the  scores  within  the  subgroups  as
tested  by  simple  analysis  of variance  or  betmeen the  retarded

group  and  the  normal  group  as  tested  by the  I-ratio.    The
retarded  group,  hovever,  performed mich more  coasistently

with most  of  their  scores  piling up  in  the  middle  range
of the  criterion trials.    A  very  small  range  is  noted
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especially  in  the  I-R  subgroup  (O-second  delay).    The  scores

in this  group ranged  only  from  16  to  41  or  a  total  range  of
25.    The  heterogeneity  of  the  scores  in  the  retarded  group

became  more  diffuse  wi.th  each  succeeding  delay  in  imf orma-

tion,  rich the  rddest  range  for the  retarded  group in the
20-second  delay  of  infomation,   with  aL  range  of  53.    The

scores  in  the  normal  subgroups  appeared  to  Cover  more

consistently a  rider range  of  trials  to  criterion,  although
their highest  range  res  also  in the  20-second  delay  of
information,  rdth  a  range  of  54.    Although  it  is  not  Obvious

fran the  results  of the  statistical treatment,  there  appears
to  be  a  trend  toward  differences  in  perf ormance  between the

normal  group  and  the  retarded  group.

The  differences  in  performance  al.e  presented  in

Figure  i.    A  summary  of  the  i test  between  the  normal  group

and  the  retarded  group  is  presented  in Table  3.

Table  3

Summary  of i Test  between  Retarded  Group  and  NormaLI  Group

Mean  (trials)      SD            SEm          SEdiff        t

No]maal                    26                                 15. 5            2.9

Retarded             28.63                      13.2           2.4

*.05-2.042

3 ,78         .08*
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Figure  i.    Trials  to  Criterion
-  r\ormala-  re+aided

60

Delay  Subgroups (seco£&s)
®1®
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A  summary  of  the  analysis  of  variance  between  the

subgr.oups  is  presented  in  Tables  4  and  5.

Table  4

Analysis  of  Variance  of  Retarded gs

Source  of variation      §T=::s     ¥:8:::: °f    ¥:i:re     FS

Total  Group                               5236.30               29

I-a  (O-second  delay)             502.08

II-R  {lo-second  delay)       2404

III-R  (20-second  delay)    2063.60

Between  group  means                266.60

thong retardates
within  groups

*F . 0 5=3 . 3 5

2

2

2

2                 133.30

4969. 68                27                184. 06

.72

Table  5

Analysis  of  Variance  of  Normal §s

Source  of variation      8¥a::s     ¥:8:::: °f     ¥:::re     F*

Total  Group                              6988

I-N  (O-second  delay)            2571.60

II-N  (10-second  delay)       1456.10
III-N  (20-second  delay)     2972.50
Between  group  means                  87.80

Among  normals  within
oroups

*F . 05=3 . 3 5

29

2

2

2

2 43 . 90

7000.20                27                259.26

.16
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The  investigator  observed  some  differences  in  the

approach  to  the  task  between  the  nol`maLl  children  and  the

retarded  children  which  seem to  be  pertinent.    The  normals

represented  a  random  selection  of  children  from  a  medium-

sized  consolidated  high  school.    These  children  were  for

the  most  part  curious  about  the  taLsk  and  willing  to  attempt

the  task.    They  asked  many  questions  about  the  pus.pose  of

the  task  and  their  part  in  performing  the  task.    The  normals
mere  very much  concerned  about  their  performance  and  could

not  be  convinced  this  rag  not  some  devious  form  of  intel-

ligence  test  that  would  affect  their  coming  graduaLtion  or
course  schedule.    They  questioned  the  examiner  about  the

performance  of  the  other  pupils  and made  conjectures  about
their  own  perfol-mance.    The  normals  had  little  trouble

getting  started  at  the  task;  that  is,  the  pure  motor
function  of  orienting  onels  arm to  the  paper  and  the
straightedge  in  order to  draw a  straight  line  rae  quickly
understood  and  easily  performed.

The  retardates,  taken  as  a  group,  were  irary  of the

taLsk  situation,  and  either  inere  reluctaat  to  participate  or
docilely  did  as  they  mere  told.    Two  children  originally
chosen for the  task  would  not  participate.    The  retarded
children were  more  tense  than  the  normal  children and

hurried to  finish the  task.    Several  children in the  20-
second  delay  subgroup  had  to  be  reassured  that  they  would
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finish  soon;  otherwise  they threatened to  quit  the  task
and  would  not  remain  seated.    One  retarded  girl  iB the

20-second  delay  subgroup  did  leave  before  she  either

achieved  criterion  or  her  sixty  attempts  mere  completed.

She  res  very  agitated,  tense,  and  became  hostile  when  asked

to  remain  aLnd  finish  the  task.    The  20-second  delay  of

information appeared  to  be  very  agitating  for  both  groups
although the  retarded  group  displayed  more  overt  signs  of

tension and  anxiety  during  the  delay  than  did  the  normals.
The  retarded  group  had  some  difficulties  starting the

task.    They did  not  understand  the  purpose  of  the  straight-
edge  and  did  not  initially understand  ichat  was  meant  by  a

three  inch line.    Then the  examiner  said  'Go,I  the  retarded

child  would  often  continue  drawing  a  line  until  he  could
reaLch  no  further.    Some  difficulties  were  encountered  by

the  retarded  children in  adjusting the  pressure  of the

pencil  to the  paper;  some  lines  irere  barely  discernable,
and  others  gouged  holes  in the  paper.    The  children  also

perseverated their  initial  try and  would  take  many trys
before  changing their  response  to  suit  the  information

given them.    Once  they  learned  what  they  were  to  do  and  had
some  successes,  hovever,  they  learned  to  draw a  three  inch

line  while  blindfolded.
Although the  present  study  specifically  investigated

the  quantitative  aspects  of  leaLrning  a  motor  task,  the
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foregoing  qualitative  differences  bear furbher  investiga-
tion,

Although  statistical  analysis  did not  clearly reveal
any  differential  effect  due  to  delay  of  inf ormation,  there
seemed  to  be  a  trend  which  indicated  that  delay  did  have

a  deleterious  effect  on the  performance  of  retardates.

Future  research may find more  definite  evidence  that

delay  of  information adversely  affects  the  learning rate  of
retardates;  if  so,  it  would  lend  stipport  to  the  stimulus
trace  theory  as  proposed  by  Norman  Ellis  (1961).    Ellis  has

suggested  that  retarded  persons  have  an  incomplete  or  in-
efficient  reverberatory  system.    Stimulus  trace  is  used  aLs
an  "explanatory"  mechanism  to  account  for  immediate  memory.

Payer  (±± a±.)  has  implied,  as  a  result  of  experimental

findings,  that  retarded  individuals  are  inferior in a  short-
term learning  sittiation but  retain material,  once  learned,
as  long  as  normals.    The  iaference,  then,  is  that  retar-

dates  are  handicapped  in a  short-term learning  situation
by  aLn  inefficient  reverberatory  circuit.    In  other  words,

r`etardates  seem to  have  an  inadequate  memory  trace.    The

expectation  of  depressed  performance,  as  related  to  t.he
+,.   ,i.r,.

delay  factor  in  retarded  subjects,  as  would  be  predicted
from Ellis'  stimulus  trace  theory,  res  not  supported  by
the  pre'sent  study.

Secondary.  reinforcemeat  cos  a  factor  discussed  at
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some  length  in  the  Greenspoon  (1955)  study  of  human  motor

learning.    Greenspoon  conjectured  that  the  delay  of  infor-
mation  factor  cas  mediated  by  secondary  reinforcement  and

further  sttrdy  of  the  task  is  necessary before  any  conclusive
statemer[ts  could  be  made  concerning  the  Greensp®on  data.

In the  present  study also,  as  it  rae  based  in a  large

part  on  the  Greenspoon  study,  attention  should  be  made  to
all  possible  sources  of  secondary  reinforcement  introduced

unknowingly.    Greenspoon  cons.ectured  that  the  effects  of

delayed  reward,  if  any,  were  ttprobably  equalized"  by  immedi-

ate  secondary  rerard  in the  norml  subjects.    In the  Green-
spoon  study,  aa  in  the  presezit  one,  each  Of  the  subjects

rag  required  to  keep  his  hand  and  pencil  in  place  at  the  end
Of the  draim  line  until  the  information  (rerard)  cas  pre-
sented.    Greenspoon and  his  colleagues  have  suggested  that

the  proprioceptive  stimuli  from the  subject's  hand  and  arm

(proprioceptive  after-image}  provides  an  immediate  differ-
ential  secondary  remard  which  counteracts  the  effects  of  the
variable  (the  delay  of  information).    As  soon  as  those

stimuli  which  were  present  when  the  examiner  said  trRighttr

had  acquired  secondary  reward  value,  they  then  could  provide

immediate  {secondary)  reward  for  the  correct  line-drawing

responses.    Thus,  the 'learning  in the  line-drawing  situa-
tion  might  have  been mediaLted  directly  by  the  acquired

secondary  remard  of  the  proprioceptive  stimili,  and  only
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indirectly  by the  delayed  rerard  provided  when the  examiner

said,  ttRight.tr    The  role  of  secondary  reinfor.cement  in  the

present  study  may  or may  not  be  importaut,  but  it  seems  to
be  a  furbher  consideration in trying to  see  the  results  of
the  experiment  more  clearly.

The  results  of  this  study are  applicable  only to  that
range  of  retardates  represented  in this  sample.    Just  as  it
rag  assumed  that  the  normals  represented  a  br'oad  range  of

those  school  children  me  call  ttynor.malen,   so  rae  it  aLssumed

that  the  retardates  represented  as  wide  a  range  of  etio-
logical  factors  including  genetics,  trauma,  and  disease.

A  practical  consideration must  be  taken at  this  point.
The  iariter,  in  spending  some  time  teaching  retardates,  has

acquired  a  method  of  approach  which  utilizes  repeated  direc-

tions,  demonstration,  and  encouragement.    rfulthough  ever.y

effort  leas  made  on  the  examinerts  part  to  maintain  exact

directions  and  procedure  in  reference  to  the  control  group
of  normal  subjects,  it  res  sometimes  necessary to  deviate

from the  projected  pattern  of  procedure  with the  retardates

in  order.  bo maintain  the  task  situation.    As  a  result  of
these  deviations,  perhaps  learniag  aids  mere  afforded  the

retarded  subjects  which  mere  not  afforded  the  normal

subjects.    Duplication  of  the  experiment  by  an  examiner

less  accustomed  to  a  set  approach  in a  learning  situation

rich retardates  migho  result  in different  data  with dif-
ferent  implications.
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Stillrmry

The  present  study  investigated  the  effect  of  delayed
knowledge  of  results  on  learning  with  normal  and  mentally

retarded  subjects.    The  experiment  was  designed  to  study

the  effect  of  delayed  knowledge  of  results  on the  speed

with  which retarded  and  normal  cbildren  learn  a  simple  motor

task.    The  task  was  the  drawing  of  a  three  inch  line  while

blindfolded  and  the  criterion  of  leaming  uns  five  Consecu-
tive  correct  responses.

The  stibjects  were  thirty  normal  high  school  sttldents

and thirty mentally retarded  adolesceut  children  in the
educable  range.    Both  groups  ranged  in  chronological  age

from  12  years,  7  months,  to  19  years.    All  norrml  subjects

came  from  a  local  consolidated  high  school  in  WataLuga  County,

North Carolina,  and  all  retarded  subjects  came  frou Western

CarolinaL  Center  at  morganton,  Horth  Carolina.    The  two

groups,  normals  and retardates,  mere  subdivided  into  three
treatment  gr.Cups  of  ten adolescents  each,  a  total  of  six

subgroups.    The  subgroups  were  designated  I-H,  II-H,  III-N,

(Normal);  and  I-R,   II-R,   III-ft,   (RetaLrded}.     The  subgrotip

I  (0-second  delay)  in  each  main  group  cas  given  immediate

information  concerning their  line-drawing  attempt.    Sub-

group  11  {10-second  delay}  in  each  main  group  was  made  to

irait  ten  seconds  for  imf ormation  concerning each  of their

line-drawing  attempts.    Sutgroup  Ill  {20-second  delay)  of
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each  main  group  "raLs  made  to  raft  twenty  seconds  for  infor'-

mation  concerning  each  of their  line-drawing  attempts.

It  res  hypothesized  that  tbere  would  be  no  differences
between the  normal  subjects  and  the  retaLrded  subjects  in

learning  a  simple  motor  task.    It  was  further  hypothesized
that  there  would  be  no  relationship  between  delay  of

knowledge  of  results  and  speed  of  learning a  motor  task  with
retarded  adolescents,  and  that  there  would  be  no  relation-
ship  betmeen  delay  of  knowledge  of  results  and  speed  of

learning a  motor  task  with  normal  adolescents.
Statistical  analysis  of the  data made  the  rejection

of the  null  hypotheses  impossible.    A i test  iras  done  be-

tween  the  normal  subjects  and  the  retarded  subjects  and  no

significant  difference  mag  found.    i analysis  of  variance
res  done  between the  subgroups  with  the  result  of  no

significant  differences.
Although  statistical treatment  of the  data  indicated

ao  significant  difference  in the  learning ability  of  normal
adolescents  and  retarded  adolescents  and  no  significant

difference  in  effect  of  delay  of  knowledge  of  results  of
these  two  groups,  certain  differences  in  the  approacb to

the  learning  situation  were  noted  by  the  examiner.    A trend
toward  a  more  deleterious  effect  on  learning  in  the  20-
second  delay  of  information  with  retardates  was  noted.

A  discussion  of  the  possible  mediating  effects  of
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secondary  reinforcement  iras  presented.    The  suggestion

that  secondary.  reinforcement  plays  a  mediating  role  in

the  present  learning situation is  a  tentative  one,  as  are
the  other  Conclusions  presented.    The  research  in  the  aLrea

of  delay  of reinforcement,  especially regarding  retardates,
is  scarce  and  somewhat  contraLdictory`.    In  order  to  make

more  valid  generalizations  concerning  the  ray  retarded
children  learn,  further  experimentation and  refinemeut  of
techniques  in  research must  be  made.
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RAW  SCORES   BY  SUBGROUPS

Table  6  A

Normal--0-second  delay  I-.#

Subject                  CA(Mo. )                         Sex                        g:i:::i:£

Table  6  8

Retarded--0-second  delay  I-R

Subject                       CA(Mo. ) Trials  to
Criterion

¥-176 ¥=24.7
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Table  7  A

Normal--10-second  delay  II-AV

Subject                      CA   (Mo. } Trials to
Criterion

E=23 . 7

Table  7  8

Retarded--lo-second  delay  II-R

Subject                     CA  (Ho. ) Trials  to
Criterion

_T=TJr7.7



Table  8  A

Normal--20-second  delay  III-N

31

Subject                      CA   (Mo. ) Trials  to
Criterion

Table  8  a

Retarded--20-second  delay  III-R

Subject                      CA   (Mo. ) Trials  to
Criterion

==195'2 =-28.2
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AV  ABSTRACT   0F

THE  EFFECT   0F   DELAY  0F   INFORMATION  ON  THE  I,EARNING

0F  A  MOTOR  TASK  BY  RRTREDED  ADOLESCERTS

The  perf ormance  of  normal  and  moderately  I.etarded

(60-75  I.Q.)  adolescents  res  compared  on  a  simple  motor

task  under  three  conditions  of  delaLy  of  imf ormation:    0-

second  delay,   10-second  delay,   and  20-second  delay.    The

motor  task  iras  the  drawing  of  five  consecutive  thl.ee  inch

lines  while  blindfolded.    The  delay  Of  infomation  res
the  delay  of  knowledge  of  results,  or a  delay  in telling
each  subject  how well  they  did  on the  line-dr.awing task.

In the  study thirty  normal  and thirty  retarded  children  inrere
subdivided  into  three  delay  groups  each;  six  delay  sub-

groups  rdth ten  children  in  each  group.    Each  of  the  three
normal  subgroups  were  treated  under  one  condition  of  delay

and  each  of  the  retarded  subgroups  were  treated  under  one

condition  of  delay.    All  children but  two  fell  within  a
chronological  age  range  of  five  years.

No  significaut  differences  mere  found  by  means  of  a

i test  in the  performance  of  normal  children and  retarded
children at  the  .05  level  of  confidence.    F  analysis  of
variance  rae  performed  on  the  subgroups  whtbin  each main

group  with  no  significant  differences  being  found  in the
perfomance  within  the  subgroups  as  a  result  of  the  delay
variable.

1
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Although the  statistical  treatment  of  the  daLta  did  not
indicate  significant  differences  in the  perf ormance  of
normal  children  and  retaLrded  childr.en,  certain  differences

in their.  approach  to  the  testing  situation were  noted.
The  20-second  delay  of  information  seemed  to  have  a  some-

what  deleterious  effect  on the  performance  of  the  retarded
adolescents.

The  investigator  briefly discussed  the  implications
of  the  data  in  the  present  study  in light  of  the  memory
trace  theory  proposed  by  Norman  Ellis  (1963)  and  urged

continued  research  in  the  areaL  of  delay  of  information  and

the  learning  characteristics  of  retarded  children.


